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SURFACE WARFARE OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE AWARD
ADMIRAL ARLEIGH BURKE

The Admiral Arleigh Burke Surface Warfare Operational Excellence Award recognizes the 
top Surface Warfare Officer and Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist from an Atlantic and 
a Pacific Command, who have demonstrated superior achievements in the operational 

aspects of Surface Warfare during a deployment.
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LT Evan Day, while assigned to one of the smallest ships in the Navy, has achieved huge success managing the best 
Operations Department on the Bahrain waterfront. As Operations Officer onboard the most operational MCM in FIFTH 
Fleet, LT Day has led USS SENTRY through four multinational FDNF FIFTH Fleet exercises, successfully integrating surface, 
air, and unmanned assets with coalition partners. Balancing operational commitments with readiness events, he has 
served as the ship’s INSURV Coordinator for READ-E7, INSURV, READ-EI, and READ-E3 assessments. SENTRY achieved 
the highest INSURV score of any MCM stationed in Bahrain over the last 4 years - a tremendous accomplishment for a 33 
year-old wooden ship!

As Senior Watch Officer, LT Day’s ability to flawlessly manage in-port and underway watch bills for over 83 sailors is 
truly unmatched. A master manager, he ensured 100% qualifications and watchbill compliance for nearly 150 unique 
watch stations during eight underways, three berth shifts, and 22 Sea & Anchor evolutions. Additionally, he led ATTT to a 
successful AT certification, finishing a week early with an overall score of 95%!

An exceptional Surface Warfare Officer who does it all, LT Day’s impact extends beyond his Department and the Ship. 
Regularly sought out by waterfront Operations Officers and ISIC department heads alike, LT Day has built an outstanding 
reputation as an MCM expert and leader among his peers. Hand-picked to serve as SENTRY’s acting XO when the current 
XO was stateside for training, he excelled with enthusiasm and impressive confidence. An “All-Star” in the Surface Warfare 
community and no doubt a future CO, there’s truly no limit to LT Day’s ability as a leader.

LT Day’s keen foresight, meticulous planning, and uncanny ability to bring a diverse Operations Department together 
have directly enabled SENTRY’s operational success and mission accomplishment in 2022. His influence has extended 
beyond the command as a beacon of professionalism, leadership, and morale. USS SENTRY’s ability to sustain operational 
excellence throughout the FIFTH FLEET AOR is unwaveringly driven by LT Day!

LIEUTENANT EVAN DAY, USN
USS SENTRY (MCM 3)
OPERATIONS OFFICER

O F F I C E R  E A S T
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Lieutenant Augusta Garies’ knowledge of the AEGIS Weapon System, grasp of Navy doctrine, and deft application of 
tactics throughout her time onboard USS CHAFEE has set her apart from her peers.

LT Garies has extensive underway experience on CHAFEE, including CARL VINSON Strike Group’s C7F deployment 2021-
2022, Russian Federation Navy’s SUMMEREX 22, RIMPAC 22, and SCC Mini-Wars. She initially served as Anti-Air Warfare 
Coordinator, then qualified as a Tactical Action Officer. When CHAFEE conducts high level tactical operations, it is LT Garies 
in the TAO chair. Her team consistently makes the SPY Honor Roll with her at the helm.

LT Garies was the TAO for four missile exercises during RIMPAC, including CHAFEE’s SM-2 engagement of a BQM drone. 
Not only did she plan CHAFEE’s portion of the exercise but also trained and led her watch-team diligently. CHAFEE 
achieved the only skin-to-skin hard kill of any ship during the entire exercise. Additionally, she led CHAFEE through its 
successful sinking of the ex-USS DENVER with CHAFEE’s main battery. Twenty-eight minutes from batteries released is 
all it took for CHAFEE to sink her target.

LT Garies demonstrates her SWO excellence through the training and qualification of her peers and first tour Division 
Officers. She fills the role of Assistant Senior Watch Officer and leads the charge for obtaining higher qualifications. Her 
example is emulated by the rest of the Wardroom as they follow her to sustained mission success.

LT Garies is the reincarnation of “3I-Knot Burke!” She has an internal drive that never stops, which propels her to achieve 
qualifications and responsibilities typically reserved for SWO Department Heads. LT Garies completely embodies Surface 
Warfare Operational Excellence and is the most deserving candidate for this prestigious award.

LIEUTENANT AUGUSTA GARIES, USN
USS CHAFEE (DDG 90)
FIRE CONTROL OFFICER 

O F F I C E R  W E S T
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Chief Petty Officer Douglas’ expertise, as the subject matter expert in navigation, was critical in the qualification of five 
new Junior Officers as Officer of the Deck underway, and the safe execution of 49,617 nautical miles of open ocean 
steaming while deployed to SIXTH Fleet. He displayed a high level of ship handling skill as Conning Officer during six 
Underway Replenishment evolutions with zero mishaps. As Operations Department Leading Chief Petty Officer, he led 
three divisions during the highly successful HARRY S TRUMAN Carrier Strike Group Deployment, yielding three Junior 
Sailors of the Quarter, two Sailors of the Quarter, and a 25% increase in retention.

As Surface Warfare Coordinator (SUWC), he maintained an accurate and timely recognized maritime picture during a 
nine-month deployment during the Russia/Ukraine crisis. His efforts laid the foundation for five junior officers to earn 
their Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) qualification. Additionally, as USS BAINBRIDGE’s best CIC Watch Officer, he masterfully 
supervised an 18- personnel watch team through two challenging NATO exercises with nine different Allied navies 
reaffirming the strength of the NATO Alliance in a critical time period.

As a vital member of Damage Control Training Team, Chief Douglas provided expert training to Repair Locker 5 personnel 
during 12 drills resulting in a high level of damage control and mission readiness. Chief Douglas’ exceptional leadership, 
operational superiority and performance of duty is unrivaled. He is the TOP Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist on 
BAINBRIDGE!

QMC (SW) ANTOINE DOUGLAS, USN
USS BAINBRIDGE (DDG 96) 
ASSISTANT NAVIGATOR
OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT LEADING CHIEF PETTY OFFICER

E N L I S T E D  E A S T
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Petty Officer Thomas superbly leads a team of five junior enginemen in the maintenance and operation of six ship service 
diesel generators (SSDG), two rigid inflatable boats (RIB), and two boat davits. His superb mentorship and hands-on 
leadership has enabled his team to excel in the most arduous, high op-tempo environment. His scope of responsibility far 
exceeds that of other second-class petty officers.

He actively seeks to identify material discrepancies before they become major casualties, often at the expense of his rest 
and liberty; traits normally seen in a Chief Petty Officer. Every day he walks his spaces to inspect every piece of equipment 
that he is responsible for and as a result, he has been the driving force in maintaining TRIPOLl’s electrical power generation 
systems during deployment. He has singlehandedly corrected several mission limiting casualties that enabled TRIPOLI to 
remain on station to support Commander, SEVENTH Fleet operations, including exercises VALIANT SHIELD, IRON STORM, 
AIT/CERTEX, PATROL 22.2, KAMANDAG 06-22, and NOBLE FUSION.

Individual repairs and contributions include 2 SSDG governor actuator replacement, 3 SSDG seawater piping repairs, 4 
SSDG power pack and turbocharger replacements, 6 SSDG fuel oil piping leak repairs, and an 11-meter RIB propeller drive 
replacement. These depot or intermediate-level repairs performed on deployment ensured TRIPOLI remained mission 
capable in every warfare area.

In addition, he and his team completed more than 720 preventive and corrective maintenance actions equaling more than 
4,487 man-hours. Furthermore, he is responsible for the Diesel Readiness System and Jacket Water Quality Management 
programs, which are reviewed monthly by the Type Commander and NAVSEA representatives for correctness, accuracy 
and technical completeness often receiving praise for efforts

Beyond his acute technical acumen, he actively seeks out higher qualifications and is one of the most qualified Sailors 
in the Engineering Department. He completed Damage Control Scene Leader and Propulsion Plant Control Operator 
qualifications making him a versatile member of the watch team and setting the example for both junior and senior Sailors 
to emulate.

EN2 Thomas’ presence is felt command wide. As a Command Assistant Drug and Alcohol Program Administrator (DAPA), 
he led a team of seven Sailors in training 1,154 crewmembers on the Navy’s DAPA program and services provided. His 
efforts led to 12 Sailors receiving aftercare treatment allowing all to make the ship’s maiden deployment.

EN2 Thomas embodies the fighting spirit, dedication to mission, and willingness for excellence that this award was created 
to honor!

EN2 (SW) FLOID THOMAS, USN
USS TRIPOLI (LHA 7)
EA02 WORKCENTER 
LEADING PETTY OFFICER

E N L I S T E D  W E S T




